We present a new embedding theorem for time series, in the spirit of Takens's theorem, but requiring multivariate signals. Our result is part of a growing body of work that extends the domain of geometric time series analysis to some genuinely stochastic systems|including such natural examples as x j+1 = (x j ) + j where is some xed map and the j are i.i.d. random displacements.
Introduction
Takens's embedding theorem 1 15] is often cited as justi cation for using the method of delays to do geometric time series analysis. But the original formulation neglected some important issues, most notably the presence of both additive noise, which corrupts the signals one measures from a dynamical system, but does not a ect the dynamics, and multiplicative or dynamical noise, which does a ect the dynamics (and so, indirectly, the signals). Although the only rigorous results about embedding in the presence of noise are fairly recent (see 14] for a review), there is a great deal of practical experience with additive noise (see, e.g., 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13] ) suggesting that at least some kinds may be overcome.
Multiplicative noise has only recently begun to receive attention: again, see 14] for a careful discussion of the appropriate framework and a review of recent results. Here we treat some illustrative examples and formulate a new embedding theorem suited to systems with intrinsically noisy dynamics. We begin by exploring a related problem, that of embedding signals from what Michael Barnsley 1, 2] has called an Iterated Function System (IFS). This example, which is a mild form of stochasticity, will both set the stage for our main result and, in the limit of a large IFS, illustrate the ways in which dynamical noise upsets the standard method of delays as applied to univariate signals. We then frame a new result which, by considering multivariate signals, overcomes these problems and o ers the prospect of geometric time series analysis for truly stochastic systems.
Embedding an IFS
Throughout the paper we will consider dynamical systems of the form x j+1 = j (x j ) (1) where the x j are points in some m-dimensional manifold M and where the dynamics are given by a sequence of maps j : M ! M; j 2 Z. For the moment, we will restrict ourselves to the case of IFS's, so we will imagine that the j come from some nite set, ff 1 ; ; f N g, and that at each step of the dynamics, one of the f k is chosen independently with xed probabilities, fp 1 ; p N g. Our time series will be the values of some real-valued measurement function v : M ! R recorded along an orbit: v j = v(x j ).
A complete geometric analysis of such a time series should recover not only the underlying manifold, but also the particular sequence of maps j that governed the temporal evolution. Fortunately, the standard method of delays works with only minor modi cations: recent work of Broomhead, Davies, Huke and Stark 3] shows that if one constructs d-dimensional delay vectors v j = hv j ; v j+1 ; ; v j+d?1 i (2) in the usual way, then, provided d > 2m, one expects generically to nd that the embedded points lie on a nite collection of di eomorphic images of M.
To see why, think of the embedding procedure (2) as a map j;v from M to R d :
v j = hv(x j ); v(x j+1 ); ; v(x j+d?1 )i; = hv(x); v( j (x)); v( j+1 ( j (x))) i; (3) Clearly this map depends on the particular sequence of j that produced the orbit, but the dependence is mild; j;v involves only (d?1) successive steps in the dynamics and so, as each step involves only one of the IFS's N maps, there are only N 
If we now replace the IFS's nite index set with parameters from, say, some n- The usual method of delays thus fails when the underlying dynamical system is anything more random than an IFS. The problem is that the standard approach relies on composition with the dynamics to produce independent coordinate functions on M. In the stochastic case the dynamics vary from step to step, so that even in the favourable case we have just considered, where the stochastic dynamics are characterized by a nite-dimensional parameter space, adding extra delays does not help unless the parameter space is zero-dimensional (the IFS case). In the next section we show that an alternative approach, getting more information about M by taking extra measurements, can resolve this problem.
Embedding Noisy Dynamical Systems
The problematic examples at the end of the last section are stochastic dynamical systems on a product manifold whose evolution is governed by F : M N ! M; (x j+1 ; y j+1 ) = (F(x j ; y j ); j ) :
Here the x j 2 M are points in our system's state space, and one can think of the y j 2 N as points in an n-dimensional manifold of parameters which determine the action of the dynamics F. At each step, one acts with the map determined by the current parameters, then chooses the next set randomly: the j 2 N are a sequence of points from N, chosen independently and distributed identically.
An example
For concreteness, think of some xed, purely-deterministic dynamical system perturbed by small, random displacements. That is, imagine that M is R m ; that N is B m (0; ), the closed m-dimensional ball of radius centred on the origin, and that the map is F(x; y) = 0 (x) + y:
Here 0 : R m ! R m is the deterministic part of the dynamics and y is a random displacement chosen, say, uniformly from B m (0; ).
A theorem
A successful geometric time series analysis of such a system should be able to reconstruct the product manifold M N and ideally, preserve its product structure, so that in problems like (5) This is really nothing more than a corollary of Whitney's embedding theorem: the main conclusion, that F;v is an embedding, follows from the numbered conclusions about the preservation of product structure. And the rst of these is an immediate consequence of Whitney's embedding theorem and H2 while the second follows from the rst and H1. 
Remarks on the hypothesis H1
The most di cult part of applying this theorem will be to nd examples for which the hypothesis H1, that the dynamics F(x; ) embed N in M, can be veri ed. Here we discuss some topological issues related to this problem. As we will show below, H1
is not generically true|there are pairs of manifolds N and M for which it can never be satis ed|and thus our theorem need not be true for a generic noisy dynamical system.
But rst, we consider the elementary arguments related to dimension counting. At the very least, embedding requires n m and could in principle be much more restrictive|the Whitney bound suggests that generically one needs 2n < m, but this seems extreme. For example, consider a variation on the system in section 3. There are, however, more subtle topological obstructions. Suppose that we take M = S 2 , the two-sphere, and N = ?1; 1], an interval. It is impossible for this system to satisfy H1; that is, it is impossible for all the maps F(x; ) : N ! M to be embeddings of N into M. To see why, x a value y, say y = y 0 , and consider the derivatives D y F(x; y 0 ) : TN y 0 ! TM F(x; y 0 ) . As N is just an interval, the tangent space TN y 0 is spanned by a single tangent vector that we shall call e y 0 . The image of this vector under D y F is D y F(x; y 0 )e y 2 TM F(x;y 0 ) ; a vector tangent to M at the point F(x; y 0 ). By varying x in the expression above, we obtain such a tangent vector at every point in M (here we use the fact that F( y 0 ) : M ! M is a di eomorphism). That is to say, the images of the tangent vector e y 0 form a vector eld on M = S 2 . But any such vector eld must vanish in at least two places, hence F(x; ) must fail to be an immersion in at least two places and so cannot be an embedding.
Numerical examples
Here we present some dimension calculations for various perturbed versions of the celebrated Lorenz system 10] _ x = ? x + y _ y = ?xz + rx ? y _ z = xy ? bz (6) with the canonical parameters = 10; r = 28:0 and b = (8=3). We wanted to see evidence of the product structure discussed in our theorem, so we subjected this system to three kinds of random perturbation. In the rst two of these the dynamics are a composition of ow under the Lorenz equations with random translations in the x variable, while the third explores a di erent kind of stochasticity|random variation in the sampling interval.
All three examples involve simultaneously-recorded time series of the three standard Lorenz variables, x, y and z. In accordance with the theorem, we investigated the dimension of the collection of pointsṽ j formed by concatenating two consecutive multivariate measurements: v j = (x j ; y j ; z j ; x j+1 ; y j+1 ; z j+1 ):
The results are pictured in gures 2{4. Each gure shows 6 curves, one each for embeddings based on rst 1, 2, 3, . . ., 6 of the coordinates the embedded points v j . The curves are numerical derivatives, D 2 (m; ), of the log of m-dimensional correlation integral, C 2 (m; ), with respect to log . A scaling region appears here as a range of log over which the slope D 2 (m; ) appears constant.
The system studied in gure 2 exhibits a straightforward sort of dynamical noise: we integrated the equations of motion (6) The resulting embedded object appears to be four-dimensional. That is, there is a recognizable scaling region for all six curves and, although the curves for dimensions 1 through 4 suggest that the data ll out those embedding spaces, the curves for dimensions 5 and 6 lie almost directly on top of that for dimension 4. Clearly the addition of noise changes the dynamics profoundly; it destroys the original Lorenz attractor (which has a dimension slightly larger than 2) and replaces it with a blurred object that, at least on small length scales, appears to be three-dimensional, i.e. volume-lling in the system's original phase space. But the perturbed attractor is not without structure: the product structure described in our theorem suggests that the embeddedx j should lie on an object with dimension at most dim M + dim N = 3 + 1 = 4, which is consistent with the D 2 (m; ) curves for dimensions 4, 5 and 6.
In the calculation pictured in Figure 3 we consider a perturbation that more closely approximates an classical stochastic process. The noise still a ects only the Correlation dimension estimates for a Lorenz system perturbed by a onedimensional family of random kicks that acts once per integration time-step: this system is nearer to a di usion process than to the example in Figure 2 . This one-dimensional family of evolution operators shares the same attracting set, but single-step multivariate delay embedding shows that the dynamics are not the same from step to step.
x coordinate, but now we permit it to act once per integration step rather than once per sampling interval. The noise manifold is thus higher-dimensional; the random kicks act 5 times per sampling interval, so dim N = 5 and one would not expect thẽ v j to lie on an object of dimension less than 3 + 5 = 8. The D 2 (m; ) bear this out:
those for dimensions 1 through 4 suggest that the data ll out the embedding space. But in contrast to the previous example, the curves for dimensions 5 and 6 do not lie on top of that for dimension 4; they o er no evidence for a low-dimensional attractor. Finally, we examine a case where the perturbation does not change the appearance of the attractor at all, but does a ect the dynamics. The idea is to perturb the sampling interval, so that rather than recording the data at regular intervals, we choose successive sampling intervals independently from the interval (0:01; 0:05). So, once again, M is R
Extensions and applications
Our embedding theorem evades the dimension-counting problem outlined at the end of the section 2 by adding extra observations, so many extra that the measurements taken at a single instant are su cient to embed M. As a result, the product manifold M N gets embedded in a space of dimension higher than is strictly necessary. The excess|always at least one|is even larger if n < m. This means that some of the measurements are redundant: it would be interesting to know if this redundancy has any structure that one could exploit.
More generally, one would like to know how to exploit the product structure of M N. In the irregularly-sampled series of Figure 4 the situation is fairly clear and,
provided one had su cient data, one could hope to deduce the sequence of sampling intervals. A related problem arises in the analysis of signals contaminated by crosstalk in noisy, nonlinear channels. In that case, the underlying dynamical system is the internal state of the channel; the noise process is the contaminating cross-talk and our goal is to recover the contaminating signal with an eye to cancelling it. Another promising class of applications involves the processing of spatio-temporal signals.
Here the kind of multi-channel observations required by Theorem 1 arise naturally. One might, in this setting, want to use the sorts of processes discussed above as a more sophisticated class on \noise" model. Here \noise" has the sense of \some uninteresting signal" as opposed to the more technical sense, \the stochasitc component of some mixed stochastic/determinsitic process", that it has had in the rest of the paper. Imagine that some interesting signal is superimposed on a spatio-temporal noise process which satis es the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and that it is possible to recombine the outputs of the measurement channels in such a way as to cancel the interesting signal; naturally this would also distort the noise. But provided that the recombined measurements still satis ed the hypotheses of the theorem, we could use them to construct an embedding of M N. This embedding would then be related invertibly (indeed, di eomorphically) to the embedding of M N the would have been constructed from the original measurements in the absence of the interesting signal. This structure is a sort of spatio-temporal analogue to that required for the signal-separation protocol of 4]; combining their ideas and this paper, one could recover the interesting signal cleanly.
Conclusion
We have introduced a new theorem for the geometric analysis of time series measured from systems perturbed by dynamical noise. It is worth emphasizing how our result di ers from Takens's original. To begin with, we have given up the most remarkable aspect of the rst delay-embedding theorem: Takens showed that one can, in a rigorous sense, learn much of what there is to know about a dynamical system by studying a single univariate time series measured from it. One can calculate the dimension of attractors, estimate such dynamical invariants as the Lyapunov spectrum and even make predictive models.
By contrast, we require so many simultaneous measurements that an embedding of the original state space becomes automatic. And we have also, by turning our attention to genuinely stochastic systems, given up many of the dynamical invariants and much of the predictive power that one associates with geometric time series analysis applied to deterministic systems. What we have gained is a framework in which to analyse much larger classes of processes and signals. And our result is also only part of a larger mathematical enterprise whose aim is to extend geometric time series analysis from the domain of low-dimensional, deterministic dynamical systems into the kingdom of stochastic processes and classical time series analysis.
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